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XII
THE “STRANGER WOM EN” OF PROVERBS
In Prov 2:1–11 hm'k.x' “wisdom,” hn"WbT. “understanding,”
hn"yBi “discernment,” t[;D; “knowledge,” hY"viWT “erudition,”
and hM'zIm. “prudence” are listed as the antidotes
• against the [r" “evil,” tAkPuh.T; “perversities,” ~yviQ.[I “distortions,” and ~yzIAln> “deviations” coming from those men
who walk in the ways of darkness (2:12–15), and
• against deceitful and seductive women ( tArz") who, though
smart, are disgusting and blameworthy ( tAYrIk.n" ), having
forsaken their companions and having forgotten the covenant of God. The houses of such women sink down to
death; and their paths lead to the shades from which none
return or regain the paths of life (2:16 –19).
The feminine nouns hr"z" and hY"rIk.n" appearing in Proverbs
require careful attention. Whereas the masculine nouns rz" and
yrIk.n" are translated as “stranger” or “foreigner”—without sexual connotations —the feminine hr"z" and hY"rIk.n" are given
very definite sexual nuances in many translations. A review
of the following texts from Proverbs will demonstrate this difference (the key words are in bold).
Proverbs 2:16

hr'z" hV'aime ^l.yCih;l.
hq'ylix/h, h'yr,m'a] hY"rIk.N"mi
To deliver you from the immoral woman,
From the seductress who flatters with her words. (NKJ)
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Saving you from the wife of another,
from the adulteress with her smooth words. (NAB)
tou/ makra,n se poih/s ai avp o. o`d ou/ euvq ei,a j
kai. avl lo,t rion th/ j dikai,a j gnw,m hj
to remove you far from the straight way,
and to estrange you from a righteous purpose.
Proverbs 5:3

hr'z" ytep.fi hn"p.JoTi tp,nO yKi
HK'xi !m,V,mi ql'x'w>
For the lips of a strange woman drop honey,
And smoother than oil {is} her mouth. (YLT)
The lips of an adulteress drip with honey,
and her mouth is smoother than oil. (NAB)
me, l i ga.r av p osta,z ei av p o. ceile, w n gunaiko.j po,r nhj
h] pro.j kairo.n lipai,n ei so.n fa,r ugga
for honey drops from the lips of a harlot woman,
who for a season pleases your palate.
Proverbs 5:10

yrIk.n" tybeB. ^yb,c'[]w: ^x,Ko ~yrIz " W[B.f.yI-!P,
Lest aliens be filled with your wealth,
And your labors go to the house of a foreigner. (NKJ)
i[ n a mh. plhsqw/ s in avl lo,t rioi sh/ j ivs cu, o j
oi` de. soi. po,n oi eivj oi;k ouj avl lotri,w n eiv s e,l qwsin
Lest strangers be filled with thy strength,
and thy labors come into the houses of strangers.
Proverbs 7:5

hq'ylix/h, h'yr,m'a] hY"rIk .N"mi hr"z" hV'aime ^r>mv' .li
That they may keep you from an adulteress,
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From the foreigner who flatters with her words. (NAS)
That they may keep you from the immoral woman,
From the seductress who flatters with her words. (NKJ)
That they may keep you from another’s wife,
from the adulteress with her smooth words. (NAB)
i[ n a se thrh,s h| avp o. gunaiko.j avl lotri,a j kai. ponhra/j
ev an, se lo, g oij toi/ j pro. j ca,r in ev m ba,l htai
that she may keep you from the strange and wicked one,
if she should assail you with flattering words.
Proverbs 11:15

rz" br:['-yKi [;AryE-[r:
`x;jeAB ~y[iq.to anEfow>
He is in a bad way who becomes surety for a stranger,
but he who hates giving pledges is safe.
ponhro.j kakopoiei/ o[t an summei,xh| dikai,w |
misei/ de. h= c on avs falei, a j
A bad man does harm wherever he meets a just man:
and he hates the sound of safety.
Proverbs 14:10

Avp.n: tR:m' [;deAy ble
rz" br:['t.yI-al{ Atx'm.fib.W
The heart knows its own bitterness,
and no stranger shares its joy.
kardi,a avn dro.j aivsqhtikh, luphra. yuch. auvt ou/
o[ t an de. euvf rai, n htai ouvk ev p imei,g nutai u[b rei
the heart of a man is perceptive his soul is sorrowful;
and when he rejoices, he has no fellowship with pride.
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Prov 20:16

rz" br;['-yKi Adg>Bi-xq;l'
Whleb.x; ÎhY"rIk.n"Ð ~Y"rIk .n" d[;b.W
Take the garment of one who is surety for a stranger,
And hold it as a pledge when it is for a seductress. (NKJ)
Proverbs 22:14

~v' Î-lP'yIÐ -lAPyI hw"hy> ~W[z> tArz" yPi hQ'mu[] hx'Wv
The mouth of the adulteress is a deep pit;
he with whom the LORD is angry will fall into it. (NAB)
bo, q roj baqu. j sto,m a parano,m ou
o` de. mishqei.j u`po. kuri,ou evm pesei/t ai eivj auvt o,n
The mouth of a transgressor is a deep pit;
and he that is hated of the Lord shall fall into it.
Proverbs 23:33

tArz" War>yI ^yn<y[e
tAkPuh.T; rBed:y> ^B.liw>
Thy eyes shall behold strange women,
and thy heart shall utter perverse things. (DRA)
oi` ovfqalmoi, sou o[tan i;dwsin avllotri,an
to. sto,ma sou to,te lalh,sei skolia,
Whenever thine eyes shall behold a strange woman,
then thy mouth shall speak perverse things.
Proverbs 27:2

^yt,p'f.-la;w> yrIk.n" ^ypi-al{w> rz" ^l.L,h;y>
Let another praise thee, and not your own mouth,
A stranger, and not your own lips.
evg kwmiaze,t w se o` pe,l aj kai. mh. to. so.n sto, m a
avl lo,t rioj kai. mh. ta. sa. cei, l h
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Let your neighbor, and not your own mouth, praise you;
a stranger, and not your own lips.
Proverbs 27:13

Whleb.x; hY"rIk .n" d[;b.W rz" br:[-' yKi Adg>Bi-xq;
Take his garment when a stranger has been surety,
and for a strange woman pledge it.
avfelou/ to. i`ma,tion auvtou/ parh/lqen ga,r u`bristh.j
o[stij ta. avllo,tria lumai,netai
Take away the garment for a scorner has passed by
whoever lays waste another’s goods.
These English translations of hrz include (1) “strange,
stranger, foreigner, alien,” and (2) “seductress, immoral
woman, adulteress, harlot, another’s wife.” The translations
of hyrkn (1) include “stranger, strange woman, foreigner,”
and (2) “seductress, adulteress, and immoral woman.”
In the Septuagint there is a much wider range of meanings
for hr"z" , including
2:16
5:3
5:10
7:5
11:15
14:10
22:14
23:33
27:2
27:13

euvq ei,a j “straight” (a different Vorlage ?)
gunaiko.j po,rnhj “harlot”
avl lo,t rioi “stranger, another”
avllotri,aj “stranger, another”
dikai,w | “righteous man” (a different Vorlage ?)
u[b rei “pride”
parano,m ou “transgressor”
avllotri,an “strange woman”
pe,l aj “neighbor”
u`bristh.j “scorner”
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The MT hY"rIk.n" was rendered a bit more consistently as
2:16
5:10
7:5
27:2
27:13

dikai,a j “righteous” (a different Vorlage ?)
avl lotri,w n “stranger, another”
ponhra/j “wicked”
avl lo,t rioj “stranger, another”
avllo,tria “stranger, another”

The plural tAYrIk.n" ~yvin" , which does not appear in Proverbs,
is regularly translated as gunai/ k aj avl lotri, a j “foreign women”—like the masculine singular rz" and yrIk.n" — without any
sexual connotations. Fair questions to consider are “Why have
the feminine singular hr"z" and hY"rIk.n" been translated as “immoral woman, adulteress, harlot” rather than simply as “stranger, foreign (woman)?” and “Do these translations reflect a
chauvinist bias?”
THE DERIVATION OF

rz" / hr"z"

The lexicons recognize three independent stems for rWz,
• Stem I “to be strange” from the perspective of the person,
the family, or the land, with the Arabic cognate ?ªÜ B / @!B
(zyr / zâra) “to honor as a visitor or guest,” and ?Î!B (zâ cir)
“visitor”; and the Akkadian cognate za%/e% ciru “hostile”
(BDB 288; KBS I: 279; CAD XXI: 97–99).
• Stem II “to be loathsome,” with the Arabic cognate @!>
(d.âra) “to distain, to be adverse” (BDB 288; KBS I: 267).
• Stem III “to press down and out,” with the Arabic cognate
?ªÜ B (zayyara) “to twist” (BDB 288; KBS I: 267).
Missing from the lexical notices is any reference to the
Arabic @ÖB (zûr) “a lie, falsehood, untruth, what is false or
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vain,” as in the phrases Äsâk @ÖB (zawwar kalâmhu) “he embellished his speech with lies” and &=lo! @ÖB (zawwar calkad.iba) “he embellished the lie” (Lane 1867: 1268). Castell’s
definition (1669: 1034) included “Mentitus fuit, adornavit
falsum quid, adulteravit; Testimonium irritum reddidit, mendacci arguit.” Also missing is any notice of @ÖB (zûr) “judgment, intellect, intelligence,” which is especially significant
in view of the fact that in Proverbs this hr"z" “intelligent lady”
competes with hm'k.x' “Lady Wisdom” for the attention and
obedience of the “sons” being instructed.
Although ?Î!B (zâ cir) “visitor” was cited in the lexicons, the
notices have been too brief to be of any benefit for clarifying
the use of hr"z" in Proverbs. A closer look reveals that ?ªÜ B
(zîr) means “a visitor of women, a man who loves to
discourse with women, and to sit with them and to mix with
them, so called because of his frequent visits to them; or who
mixes with them in vain things . . . with or without evil.”
A woman was also called a ?ªÜ B (zîr), as in the expression
r"3@ ?ªÜ B É!?s! (cimracat zîr rijâl) “a woman who loves to interact with a man” (Lane 1867: 1269). Wehr (1979: 449)
defined ?ªÜ B (zîr) as “a ladies’ man, a philanderer” ( = filogu, n aioj “lover of women”). Thus, a hr"zI / hr"zE (for the MT
hr"z") would be the equivalent of the Greek filandria /
filh,n wr “a lover of men.” The feminine ?ªÜ B (zîr) differed
from the
(maryam) because the latter term meant “a
woman who loves the discourses of men but does not act vitiously or immorally, or commit adultery or fornication” (Lane
1867: 1204).
Thus, the Hebrew hr"z" , like its Arabic cognate, had layers
of meaning which may require a paraphrase to do justice to all

vªÜ ?s
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of the shades of meaning. Although some translate hr"z" hV'ai
as “another’s wife”—as if the text read rz" tv,a—
, the expression actually means “an intelligent but deceptive female
who loved to lie to men and to lie with men.” She need not
have been a stranger or foreigner; nor did she have to be
married. Although the term hr"z" hV'ai may have contributed
to post-exilic Jewish xenophobia, it was probably a case of
coincidental homographs which permitted hrz to be consistently interpreted as “stranger” while the other meanings,
which survived in Arabic, became lost in post-exilic Hebrew.
THE DERIVATION OF

yrIk.n" / hY"rIk.n"

The lexicons recognize the following two stems for rk;n" ,
which could possibly be related to each other,
• Stem I “to regard, to recognize,” with the Arabic cognate
?lw (nakara) “to be shrewd” (BDB 648, 1125).
• Stem II “foreign, alien,” with the denominative verb “to act
or treat as foreign,” with the Arabic cognate ?lw (nakara)
“to be bad, evil” and the Akkadian cognate naka%ru “to be
hostile, to be at war, to become estranged” (BDB 648; KBS
699–700; CAD XI: 165; and GKC 86 h for the noun form).
A check of the Arabic lexicons shows that ?lw (nakira)
meant “it was disapproved, or bad, or evil, abominable, or
foul, or disallowed” ; and the noun ?lxs (munkar) was used in
epithets for “any action disapproved, or disallowed, by sound
intellect, or deemed or declared thereby, to be bad, evil, hateful, foul, abominable, . . . .” (Lane 1893: 2848–2851). Wehr
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(1979: 1170–1171) cited ?lw! (cankar) “vile, reprehensible,
abominable, disgusting” and ?lxs (munkar) “disowned,
disavowed, disapproved, forbidden.”
Missing from the lexical notices is any reference to the
Arabic ?lw (nakir and nakur) “possessing cunning; or intelligence mixed with cunning and forecast . . and [simply] intelligent, or skillful and knowing, and so applied to a woman”
(Lane 1893: 2850). The opposite meaning of “ignorance” can
also be expressed by the feminine noun É?lw (nakarat), as in
the expression concerning a male, É?lw Äác (f îhi nakarat) “in
him is ignorance.” The cognate ?lw (nakur) “intelligence,
knowing” is as significant for the interpretation of hY"rIk.n" as
is @ÖB (zûr) “intellect, intelligence” for the interpretation of
hr"z" “intelligent lady.” Thus informed by cognates, it appears
that the hY"rIk.n ", while smart, was not good. She could be like
the serpent in the garden of Eden, whose ~Wr[' “prudence”
turned out to be nothing more than shrewdness and cunning.
The hY"rIk.n" “lady of intellect” also competed with hm'k.x'
“Lady Wisdom” for the attention and obedience of the “sons”
being instructed.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

According to Proverbs the choices facing Israelite young
men were either to follow Lady Wisdom or to follow the
man-loving “Ladies of Intellect” ( tArzE) and the “Ladies with
Intelligence” ( tAYrIk.n)" who have only sex on their minds and
seduction in their speech. Such a licentious, lacivious, promiscuous, wanton lady could be a foreigner 1 (but need not be
for hyrkn and hrz have other meanings), or a harlot 2 (called
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a hn"Az in 7:10), or an hierodule3 (both sacrifice and vows are
mentioned in 7:14), or an adulteress (a husband is mentioned
in 7:19).4 In good Lucianic style all of these possible roles
could be combined, making the lady a married foreign
hierodule who got paid for her extramarital affairs with
Israelite youth in her devotion to Aphrodite or Ishtar or
Astarte. However, it seems wisest to permit the instructions
to reference any number of different women with various
social, marital, geographical, and religious affiliations.
McKane (1970: 311–341) provided a helpful summary of
the debate over the cultic interpretation of Proverbs 5 and 7.
Without entering the debate, I simply note that these chapters
in Proverbs do not deal with a fertility cult! There is far too
much death associated with the hyrkn and hrz for any
sexual contact to have been focused on fertility. The
following verses illustrate how frequently the (sexual) contact
with the hyrkn and hrz were associated with dying, death,
and Sheol.
• 5:5 “her feet go down to death; her steps follow the path to
Sheol”; the Septuagint reads, “For the feet of folly lead
those who deal with her down to the grave with death . . .”;
• 5:9 “lest you give your vigor to others and your years to the
merciless”;
• 5:10 “lest strangers take their fill of your strength, and your
labors go to the house of an alien”;
• 5:14 “I was at the point of utter ruin in the assembled congregation”;
• 7:22 “all at once he follows her, as an ox goes to the
slaughter”;
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• 7:23 “he does not know that it will cost him his life”;
• 7:26 “For many are the victims she has cast down, And
numerous are all her slain”;
• 7:27 “Her house is the way to Sheol, going down to the
chambers of death”;
• 9:18 “But he does not know that the dead are there, that her
guests are in the depths of Sheol.”
McKane suggested (1970: 341) that
. . . the mythology of the Canaanite god Mot [Death] exercises some influence on the construction of this figure of
the woman as a way of death. To be led away by desire for
her is to take the road to Sheol and to arrive at a point of no
return. This is a deviation from the way of life which does not
admit of subsequent correction; it is a commitment to death
and there is no way back to a safe road (v. 25).

The appeal to myth in the ancient world produced answers to
question about life and death which today are answered by
medical science and competent pathologists. When promiscuous sexual activity, such as that addressed in the father’s
instruction to his sons, is identified with death and Sheol, it
suggests epidemics of sexually transmitted diseases which in
the past were as deadly as AIDS is in the present. To avert
possible premature death, Lady Wisdom required abstinence
from promiscuity, whereas Dame Folly permitted passionate
liaisons with the tArz" / tArzE , “the lying ladies wanting to be
laid,” and the tAYrIk.n" , “the shrewd strange or estranged forbidden females.” Whereas Lady Wisdom would sustain life
through covenantal relationships, Dame Folly would fell the
foolish through indiscriminate sexual activity.
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The association of death and Sheol with the hyrkn in these
scattered texts in Proverbs may have been the source for the
names given to two angels who, according to Islamic traditions, interrogate in the grave the newly dead. The angels are
Munkar ( = rknm) and Nakir ( = rkn), and their function is to
prop the deceased upright in the grave and ask “Who is your
Lord? Who is your Prophet? What is your Book?” Depending
upon the answer given the deceased enters Paradise or is cast
into hell.5 These names are not in the Qurcan but in tradition.
Wensinck, writing on “Munkar wa-Naki%r” in the Encyclopedia of Islam (7: 576–577) stated, “The origin of the names is
uncertain, the meaning ‘disliked’ seems doubtful. . . . Apparently these names do not belong to any old stock of
tradition.”
But it seems most unlikely that the association of the hyrkn
in Proverbs with death and Sheol and the association of
Munkar and Nakir with death and hell is just coincidence. If
there is a connection, it would support my argument that
yrkn / hyrkn had multiple levels of meaning and “stranger
woman” need not be interpreted as a metaphor for an adultress. Likewise, rz / hrz had multiple layers of meaning, from
“foreign” to “philanderer,” from “false” to “intelligent.”
While some scholars have explained the “stranger ladies” in
Proverbs by looking at the cult, greater success has come by
looking at the cognates.
NOTES
1. Maxim 9 of the Wisdom of Ani, cited by Ringgren (1947: 135)
explicitly warns against the foreign woman. It reads
Beware of the woman from abroad
whom nobody knows in the town . . .
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A woman whose husband is far away,
says every day to you:
“I am beautiful” when she has no witnesses . . .
This is a crime worthy of death.

2. Ringgren (1947: 136–137) cited the following Akkadian parallel
Do not take a harlot, whose husbands are multidudinous,
an Ishtar priestess who has been devoted to a god,
a hierodule whose speech is abundant.
In thine adversity she will not lift thee up,
in thy conflict she will be ridiculing thee.
Reverence and humility are not with her.
If she comes into the house, lead her therefrom;
upon the track of a stranger let her attention be turned.
This was first published in Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology (1916) 38: 105ff.
3. See above, note 2, where reference is made to both the harlot
and the hierodule.
4. Ringgren (1947: 135) cited the following lines from the Instructions of Ptahhotep:
. . . beware of approaching the women . . .
A thousand men have been led aside from their good,
a man is but mocked by their glistening limbs . . .
death is the penalty for enjoying it
In Pritchard’s ANET (1955: 413), Wilson provided the following
translation of a larger segment of this text which makes it quite
clear that concern was about sexual contact with a woman in the
household, not a foreign woman.
If thou desirest to make friendship last in a home to which
thou hast access as master [variant: ‘as a son’], as a
brother, or as a friend, into any place where thou mightest
enter, beware of approaching the women. It does not go
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well with the place where that is done. The face has no
alertness by splitting it [variant translation: ‘he who has a
wandering eye for the women cannot be keen’]. A thousand men may be distracted from their (own) advantage.
One is made a fool by limbs of fayence, as she stands
(there), become (all) carnelian. A mere trifle, the likeness
of a dream—and one attains death through knowing her.
. . . Do not do it—it is really an abomination—and thou
shall be free from sickness of heart everyday As for him
who escapes from gluttony for it, all affairs will prosper
with him . . . .
5. When the Muslim responds correctly he will be shown the place
reserved for him in Hell and then informed that Allah has exchanged it for a place in Paradise. An infidel, lacking the correct
answers, will be hit with iron instruments between his ears and
then shown what could have been his place in Paradise—after
which he is thrown into Hell.

